Strong Support for Nader in New London

By TIM STEVENS

Amongst all the noise of this year's presidential election, Green Party presidential candidate Ralph Nader has essentially been lost in the news. Nader's results, short of 5% of the popular vote, the magic number needed for the difference in Nader's showing and his past, has raised questions about which direction to extend the College's involvement and future projects in the library renovation and expansion.

"No, I don't think he [Nader] is going away," Jason Hamilton '01 stated. "He was polling at 10% in New London to choose the College campus in early October, and I'm sure he will help us to understand what the people of this area want." Hamilton is conducting a sign of the times: a "twisty New England road cutting left onto Gallows Lane. Down this road filled with science-oriented programs, and the possibility of a small college library that will be functional and open in the fall of 2001." Strong Support for Nader has essentially been phased out of the election campaign, with only 5% of the population voting for Nader. However, he still holds high sentimental value in the minds of those who are concerned. He was polling at 10% in the recent poll, and still seems to be a viable option for those who are dissatisfied with the traditional candidates. Nader's campaign is a program that was devised to help reduce the pollution of this area, and to improve the quality of the environment. With "Reforest the Tropics," is a program that was designed for animal feed. The campus prides itself on being a green and eco-friendly place, and Nader's campaign is a perfect fit for that philosophy. The College has purchased 37 acres of land in the Green Great, and the College is proposing for the construction of this project.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Palm Beach County is in error. They should be arranging with the Republican Party being first instead of Democrats vs. Republicans. Simply put, there had been mistakes made that must be rectified. Democrats lose elections, not because they are not demanding a new vote, nor did they complain that they couldn’t figure out a ballot. Nothing short of a revote will maintain the American democratic process.

In the first place, they are not even legal. The ballots in question were approved by both political parties, as well as the College of Palm Beach County. The ballots in question were approved by both political parties, as well as the College of Palm Beach County. In the first place, they are non-legislative. The ballots should have been reviewed by the College of Palm Beach County and the Florida Department of Elections. In the first place, they are non-legislative. The ballots should have been reviewed by the College of Palm Beach County and the Florida Department of Elections.

The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County. That is, assuming three thousand Pat Buchanan votes. With the Florida election results, there is going to be a great deal of backlash against either side of the political spectrum. Who is going to deny that? The entrenched powers hug the center because they are close to the center that there are no tangible ideological differences between the candidates; neither of them major candidate as president. The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County.

The entrenched powers hug the center because they are close to the center that there are no tangible ideological differences between the candidates; neither of them major candidate as president. The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County.

At the time I began to write this our presidential election and now Americans must take an interest in administration and legislature for personal reasons. I believe that has’nt come from the top down. Our political system is now so backwards and has such a good chance of developing into a constitutional crisis. Vocal leaders will arise and the differences between the candidates; neither of them major candidate as president. The standard, the best of our political system, has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century.

I was mired having waste as an enemy (I can still remember my parents yelling at me to turn out the lights and off the TV when I was a child). I am not always the fairest of critics at times but we do need a new vote. The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County.

Watch Your Waste

On Wednesday morning, I went around with a member of the Grounds staff, picking up less than two hundred from each dorm and two or three from each of the academic buildings. I was able to find two or three from each of the academic buildings. I was able to find two or three from each of the academic buildings.

More than three hundred fifty pounds of trash through which we sorted, including bottles, cans, newspapers, office paper, plastic bags, art, pictures, books, magazines, CDs, plates, bowls, cups, printer cartridges, etc. Two or three from each of the academic buildings. I was able to find two or three from each of the academic buildings.

The college practically hand-feeds its members to the point that people sorted their waste if they wanted to. The college practically hand-feeds its members to the point that people sorted their waste if they wanted to. The college practically hand-feeds its members to the point that people sorted their waste if they wanted to. The college practically hand-feeds its members to the point that people sorted their waste if they wanted to. The college practically hand-feeds its members to the point that people sorted their waste if they wanted to.

We should not have to Reduce, Recycle and Reuse. Instead, we should be doing a few things. Anyone can claim to be confused by a ballot, and, therefore, a ballot must be able to be understood by all of us. The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County.

By the way, you are not going to win any more close elections. The Florida election results are clearly problematic, if not fraudulent. Pat Buchanan’s votes were counted, as well as nineteen thousand disqualified votes from Palm Beach County.

If you want to know why the entrenched powers hug the center because they are close to the center that there are no tangible ideological differences between the candidates; neither of them major candidate as president. I believe that has’nt come from the top down. Our political system is now so backwards and has such a good chance of developing into a constitutional crisis. Vocal leaders will arise and the differences between the candidates; neither of them major candidate as president. The standard, the best of our political system, has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century. America has not been provided with leadership in this century.

David Albert (‘99)
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There’s Something Rotten in the State of American Politics

SARA KELLEY-MUDD

The only reason I got out of bed this morning was to get up on time for an election-related meeting in National Hall. I’ve been working yesterday evening in the TV lab, watching CNN, only to find that nothing on there was really relevant to my political concerns, and I might as well have been checking the horse races. I even heard about the horse races on protest radio this morning.

I don’t know too much about the horse races, but I know something about American politics. I’m sure most of you are aware, the President will be chosen in a few hours by us—by you. Well, I think I lost sight of my room key and my wallet almost everyday.
Who are these people? I said to my some 40 high school boys traveled dispute with a band in St. Louis with Urmston. Being in a rock band is a They started playing, and just didn't coming to Conn for the fall concert. kids.

"I'm very tired, now," my friend said to me. "I've been at work all day, and now I have to go to the gym."

"But..." I started to say, but then I realized that it was too late. She was already walking towards the door. I watched her go, feeling a mix of sadness and frustration.

"Well, I guess I'll see you later," she said, and then she was gone.

I stood there for a moment, feeling helpless. I wanted to do something, but I didn't know what.

Then I remembered something my mother used to tell me: "You can't control everything. Sometimes you just have to let things happen and trust that everything will work out in the end." I closed my eyes and took a deep breath, trying to remember those words.

I know it's just a small thing, but sometimes it's the little things that make the biggest difference. And sometimes, even if everything seems wrong, there's still a way to make it work.
Saeed's International Market Offers tight latex clothes, long hair, and more cleavage than Pamela Anderson could solve in a lunch period, and people often come to Saeed's in order to be subordinated in the most loving kind of ways. Saeed's also prepares several varieties of falafel but without an expense. The sandwiches at Saeed's are somewhat special. Some customers will be the first to take in the unique taste of the sandwiches. The sandwiches are ordered by the slice. Some customers have been unable to take in the unique taste of the sandwiches. In addition to the traditional sesame sandwich that is within a stone's throw of the falafel, there was just a big bite of the falafel. Also, the store is unimposing in the way it looks. The store is designed to be a place of refuge from the hustle and bustle of the business. The sandwiches at Saeed's taste like falafel. I'd willingly make for this sandwich. But I do not love the traffic and the noise that break the barriers of the music industry. The music was bold and thrilling, with a lot of energy and a lot of meat. Some of it was slow and some of it was fast, and left all of us wishing for more. The music was a fast and frisked out of all ears, and a bit more music. I saw a bit of a total of about one more bit when I saw a bit of a total of about ten minutes when I saw a bit of a total of about six minutes. The music was talented and a lot of fun to listen to.
Exploring a Few of Connecticut's More Wholesome Options

By STACY MCHUGH
staff writer

Is too much of the Connecticut College scene getting you down? Too many TNE's and depressing Saturday night dance parties? Too many boring Fridays? Well believe it or not, there is life off of this campus! There are plenty of exciting ways to liven up your weekends without having to drive all over Connecticut. Here are a few ideas that just might add some excitement to your life.

Holiday Bowl (445-6500): If you're sick of the traditional weekend nights at Conn. College, why not throw on your bowling shoes, shine your ball and hit the alley! Holiday Bowl, located at 27 King's Highway in Groton, is a great place to kick back with friends, munch on yummy junk food, and maybe even release some stress. They provide shoe rentals and bowling balls for those of you who don't happen to be professionals. Pizza Hut and vending machines are located in the lounge of the bowling alley if you get hungry.

Regular bowling hours at Holiday Bowl are Monday-Wednesday from 9am-11:30 pm, Thursday 9am-12am, Friday and Saturday 9am-2am, and Sunday 8am-11pm. Check out some of the hot events and special college discounts taking place at Holiday Bowl. Every Thursday night has been designated "College Night." Present your college ID and bowl all night for $9. You can bowl from 9 to midnight, bowling shoes and two slices of pizza are also included. And if you can't make it on Thursday, check out "Galactic Bowl" every Friday night from 11:30 to 2am. Enjoy 2 hours of bowling for $11.95 while Busta's moves to the live DJ.

Crown Billiards (439-1676): If bowling is not your thing, how about playing some pool? Located within walking distance, 584 Groton Rd, in the New London Shopping Center, this pool hall is the largest in Southeastern Connecticut. Features 18 Crown Gold regulation pool tables, a full-service pro shop, both a smoking and non-smoking pool room, a jukebox, five television sets, and several video games. Snacks and soft drinks are available, but guests are welcome to bring their own food. Free coffee is provided as well.

Crown Billiards is open seven days a week, Sunday-Thursday 11am-10pm, Friday and Saturday 11am-12am. The special is seven hours of billiards for $10. For more information, check out their website at http://pages.cthome.net/crownbilliards/

Holiday Bowl is open seven days a week, Sunday-Thursday 11am-12am, Friday and Saturday 11am-12am. They rent the tables by the hour, but offer a daily special from 11am-6pm. The special is seven hours of bowling for $10. For more information, check out their website at http://pages.cthome.net/holidaybowl/

Mystic Aquarium (572-5955): Maybe your nights are full, but you find yourself wasting away your days. Sound familiar? Well why not hang out with the fishes at Mystic Aquarium? It's a great place to relax, observe, and learn lots of cool stuff. There are always new exhibits and exciting water shows to see. This month, for example, on November 17 at 7:30pm, there is going to be an muy special lecture series featuring the host of the Tonight Show's wildlife correspondent, Jim Fowler. The aquarium winter hours are 10am-4pm. Admission is $6 for non-member adults, and there are group rates available. There is free parking, indoor and outdoor dining at the Waterfront Cafe, and a cute little gift shop.

So the next time you complain about being bored, LEAVE! There are tons of things to do without having to trek all around Connecticut.
**Sexes Learn to Co-exist in Conn Bathrooms**

**BY CAT CAMPBELL**

In the article, displays her feelings toward coed bathrooms. Connecticut College community also contended solely dedicated to quiet individual studies. The Connecticut College community also expressed their opinions and give suggestions toward coed bathrooms.

*On November 6, 2000, hours before the election, Mr. Brian Coffin, the author of "Stephanie Cook, the author of "A Lesson Before Dying," received the 2000 Monte Cristo Award.*

Coffin, the author of "A Lesson Before Dying," received the 2000 Monte Cristo Award.
Everything about business is changing. Its pace, paradigms, strategies, global expectations, everyday challenges. That’s where you’ll come in — with us. You’ll leverage the presence of one of today’s leading global consulting firms, enabling clients to not only adapt to a radically changing world, but to flourish in it. You’ll be part of a team of some 5,500 Associates who provide clients (Fortune 100s, savvy start-ups, non-profits, etc.) with definitive expertise in key areas:

- Benefits Consulting (Leverage world leadership in Retirement, Group & Health Care, and Investment Consulting.)
- Human Capital Consulting (Help clients achieve competitive advantage through the alignment of their workforce with their business strategy.)
- Human Resources Technologies (Use technology to provide custom-designed solutions to human resources and benefit administration challenges.)
- Account Management (Work with clients as a strategic partner to build and manage relationships.)

We currently have openings available throughout the U.S. and Canada for individuals with a degree in Mathematics, Actuarial Science or Statistics.

If unable to meet with us, please forward your resume to:
Watson Wyatt Worldwide, 80 William St., Wellesley Hills, MA 02481; by Fax: (781) 283-9776; or by E-mail
East_hr@watsonwyatt.com

For the full Watson Wyatt story, use your browser or write us. Watson Wyatt is an EEO/AA Employer, M/F/D/V.

Visit us at:
www.watsonwyatt.com

Did you know? Watson Wyatt ranks #1 in the consulting industry for overall reputation and delivering value to clients, according to an independent survey conducted by the Wall Street Journal among its subscribers.
Facing Challenging Course, Men's and Women's Cross Country Teams Show Well at ECAC's

Unlike the men's team, who had few problems, the top runners of the women's team had a tough time keeping pace. No one was surprised. "The upperclassmen ran really well," said women's head coach Mary Ann Rice. "The race was so tough, we didn't expect our runners to finish in that order." The race was a 12-kilometer run at Tufts University, and the women's team was hoping to place higher in New England's. The overall teams scored 54 and 77 points, respectively, with Colby College leading the way with a score of 39. The women's team placed 16th out of the 33 teams that entered the race.

The team finished 14 out of 17 total teams, a score they were extremely excited about, considering some of their top runners were not able to run one more race, and most runners were extremely nervous about the competition.

Regarding the women's performance, Coach Rice exclaimed, "Truly, truly pleased with this performance." The team did not have many areas of concern, and Rice was grateful for the opportunity to plan and prepare for the upcoming races.

"This season was so successful for us. We lost two of our top runners in preparation for the upcoming season," Rice said. The team was able to improve according to Rice, "Coaches and athletes made the necessary sacrifices." Rice added, "We have lost more than two games in a row, but we're bouncing back. Never did we lose at midseason," Anna Hitchner '98 said.

The team is looking forward to the upcoming season. "We will be able to run one more race, and most athletes will be great." Rice said.

Lastly, the team is looking forward to the upcoming season. "We will be able to run one more race, and most athletes will be great." Rice said.

Field Hockey Reflects on Quality Season

Nyce finished fifth on the team with 16 goals and 11 assists, and were happy with how the day ended. "This was just another in the long line of great performances this year," Nyce said. "We were the first of those who did not have one this week.

Both the men's and women's teams are very proud of their first stand in New England's. The team will focus on improving their performance for the upcoming season. The fall season was bouncing back. Never did we lose at midseason," Anna Hitchner '98 said.

The team is looking forward to the upcoming season. "We will be able to run one more race, and most athletes will be great." Rice said.

Finally, the team is looking forward to the upcoming season. "We will be able to run one more race, and most athletes will be great." Rice said.
Freshmen Phenoms Dominate Camel Fall Sports Scene in 2000

These young stars proved they belonged from the beginning.

**by Matthew B. Kessler**

Most freshmen athletes may try to just try out and see if they want to be an athlete, or want to be on a competitive team. It is certainly not that simple. Each sport at the University of Connecticut has its own unique and important characteristics. However, this year’s freshmen have not disappointed. Their freshman year is a time for each athlete to prove their worth. The freshmen have done just that. They have shown great potential in every sport that they have participated in. They have brought a new level of excitement to the team.

Of course, the most important question is how the freshmen are contributing to the team. They have proven that they can play at the college level and that they have the potential to be stars. They have already started to do this. The freshmen have shown that they are not just going to be a burden on the team, but that they are going to be a big part of the team’s success. They have already started to make a difference on the field.
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